From time to time really exciting things happen at CPAESS and we will be sending you news splashes to keep you up to date!

Dear CPAESS Staff,

Please join us this Wednesday, April 20, 2022 at 11:00 am MDT for our CPAESS Discovery Seminar! [add to your google calendar]

Our speaker will be Philip Hartmeyer, CPAESS Marine Archaeologist at the NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration speaking on The Marine Archaeology Portfolio of NOAA Ocean Exploration.

Phil’s presentation will provide an introduction to NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration and their mission to explore the ocean for national benefit.

NOAA Ocean Exploration is filling gaps in the understanding of US deep waters and the seafloor and delivering the ocean information needed to strengthen the economy, health, and security of the United States. Phil will introduce the different platforms, partnerships, and grant opportunities utilized to achieve this mission through an underwater cultural heritage lens. As ocean exploration continues, more human stories are
brought to the surface through paleolandscape studies, archaeological discoveries, and other remnants of our connection with the ocean. See more info on Phil’s flyer. Watch this fascinating new presentation here!

We have a steady lineup of great speakers discussing their research with us through the CPAESS Seminar Series. Find out more here and consider sharing your work with the NCAR | UCAR and the greater community here.

Please reach out if you have any questions and I look forward to seeing you there.

Thanks,

[Signature]